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(çÍm 1)
If I were given the power to change the world in a way that would make life better
for humanity, I would like to realize a world where everyone has respect for each other.
Now, the world is filled with prejudice and discrimination. Speaking of the problems
of this kind, you may first think of racial or gender discrimination. But in this essay, I
would like to take an example of the discrimination against those who are not “normal,”
which seems very familiar in Japanese society.
Behaving in the “normal” way is regarded as very important by many people in Japan.
“Normal” means what the majority of people do, and those who don’t behave the same
way as others do often become the target for ridicule or criticism. Let me talk about my
sad experience  when I began to study English in junior high school, my attempt to
acquire correct pronunciation was often laughed at by many other students, who seemed
to have little interest in how to pronounce well. In my school, pronouncing like wrong
!"#"!"$" English was “normal,” and eager students like me were regarded as abnormal.
The greatest problem here is that the fear of getting out of “normal” can prevent us
from doing what others don’t do, or something creative. Great discoveries or inventions
in history often have their origins in what was once seen as ridiculous or nonsense.
For these reasons, I would like to make the world filled with respect for each other,
and I expect you all to work on what no one has ever tried, without caring for how you
look to others. (272 words)
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(çÍm 2)
If I were to be given the power to change the world, I would promote and accelerate
the introduction of renewable energy.
The use of renewable energy has been growing gradually in recent years, but
nevertheless the amount of renewable energy currently in practical use is relatively
slight compared with that of fossil fuels and nuclear power. There are three reasons why
I believe that we need to promote the use of renewable energy.
First, renewable energy is environmentally friendly. When fossil fuels are burned,
they produce a lot of carbon dioxide, which is a major cause of global warming. Using
nuclear power generates radioactive wastes, which are very difficult to dispose of and
very dangerous to our environment and our health. Renewable energy does not have
such negative effects on the environment.
Second, renewable energy is  at least in theory  inexhaustible. It is highly
likely that fossil fuel resources or uranium ores will be exhausted, so we have to break
dependence on these limited energies.
Third, some sort of renewable energy can be obtained almost everywhere. There are
only a limited number of countries which have access to fossil fuels or uranium ores, and
there are sometimes conflicts over their possession. In contrast, renewable energy is
open to almost anyone anywhere and it will lead to fewer conflicts.
In conclusion, because renewable energy is clean, inexhaustible, and obtainable
almost anywhere, I would promote its introduction to make our life much more
sustainable. (245 words)
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